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Agri-cultural system

Millennial TRADITION of LIVING CONCEPT

BRDA / COLLIO indicates an UNIQUE and SUCCESSFUL TRANSBORDER LIVING agricultural system, as a result of the necessary cause-effect ADAPTATION to the tough environmental conditions and past social order.

SUSTAINABLE EFFICIENT LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT
COMMON STORY - economic-social-cultural shocks
COMMON WAY OF LIFE - coexistence

Living Management - Living BRDA / COLLIO / CUEI

ONE region / history
1st & 2nd World War

TWO countries
NO natural-agricultural-cultural-historical border

THREE languages
Slovene
Italian
Friulian
BRDA / COLLIO / CUEI

Topography
ALPINE orogeny
5 RIDGES – LARGE SLOPES

Weather & Soil
SUB-Mediterranean
HIGH precipitation – EROSION
FLYSCH SOIL – „soilpile“ from marl & sandstone
Strong WIND – BORA

LAND management
Adaptation
TERRACES the only possible arrangement for food production
Limited environmental & natural resources

From **STEEP SLOPES** to the **TERRACES**
Agri – Biodiversity system

Terraces – „mosaic“ small plots

Ecological Niches - habitats

Locals – biodiversity
Terraces management

* traditional **MULTI-SPECIES** agriculture (various plant species) and architecture;
* use of **LOCAL NATURAL MATERIALS** in the agriculture & architecture
BRDA / COLLIO
an example of a successful and traditional transnational sustainable agri-community system
Social-cultural coexistence

Socializing (picnics, sports, shows ...)

Events (wine and cherry fairs, weeding...)

Agri-tourism
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